
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a staff specialist. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for staff specialist

Assuming primary responsibility for assisting incoming third year medical
students from Singapore with visas services, background checks through
Castlebranch[SN1] , health insurance , and communicating with them
regarding requirements and deadlines
Maintaining organization of confidential student information and sharing this
information with relevant offices (Visa Services, Student Health ) at Duke
SOM
Develop, technically assess and update project deliverable and
documentation, including contract deliverables
Monitor shipments to ensure timely delivery and follow upon open orders
Identifies and reports to PM managers opportunities to achieve efficiencies
Manages planning and preparation of regulatory submissions (510(k), PMA,
Technical Files and other regulatory documentation) for product
approvals/clearances required by the US FDA and international government
agencies, including requisite pre-submissions and post-market approval
reports
Represents the business in interactions with regulatory authorities
Assesses regulatory pathways for new product platforms and product
modifications
Partners with business leadership to develop, maintain, and execute domestic
and international regulatory strategies to ensure the business is positioned to
meet strategic corporate goals
Participates on cross-functional product development teams to ensure the
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Qualifications for staff specialist

Minimum of 2-5 years providing application support in a production
environment
Ability to work non-standard hours as part of 24x7 team ( 10 hour night shift
10 pm to 9 am EST, Saturday through Wednesday four days per week)
Be proficient at using Microsoft Word and comfortable with Excel
Be flexible in adapting to the needs of an international collaboration for
undergraduate medical education
Be comfortable with technology and have the ability to learn to use relevant
Duke-specific electronic tools such as DropBox & 25live
Be familiar with online communication tools such as Skype and Google
Hangout


